Center for Criminal Justice Research Webpage Disclaimer

This is the official webpage of the Center for Criminal Justice Research (CCJR) at California State University, San Bernardino. This page will be used for three informational purposes: (1) to encourage student interest in research, (2) brief prospective research partners about the scope of research activities, and (3) to report on the Center’s accomplishments. Although we make every effort to provide accuracy, totality, appropriateness, and validity of the information contained on our page, we are not liable for any errors, omissions, or delays of the presented information, nor are we liable for any losses, injuries, or damages arising out of the information posted on this page. The moderation and posting of comments on this page will occur during normal business hours, Monday through Friday 8:00 AM to 5:00 PM PST, or when possible.

The Center for Criminal Justice Research Comment Policy is as follows:

The Center for Criminal Justice Research will not link to, advertise or promote any web content that includes:

a. Profane/inappropriate language and/or content  
b. Content that is topically unrelated to the purpose of the Center for Criminal Justice Research  
c. Content that promotes or perpetuates discrimination on the basis of race, creed, color, national origin, age, religion, gender, sexual orientation, marital status, status with regard to public assistance, physical or mental disability  
d. Sexual or obscene content or links to sexual or obscene content  
e. Solicitations of retail that promotes or advertises services or products  
f. Conduct or encouragement of illegal activity  
g. Information that may compromise the safety and/or security of the public or Center personnel  
h. Material that constitutes defamation, abuse, harassment, stalking, personal attacks, threats or violations of the legal rights of others

The content on the Center for Criminal Justice Research webpage should not be construed to represent the opinions of our partners, individual staff, or the California State University system.

All material created whole or in part by the Center for Criminal Justice Research remains our exclusive intellectual property. Use of this material requires permission and/or proper citation.

This policy is subject to change at any time.